
TERMS ANTITHESIS

Definition, Usage and a list of Antithesis Examples in common speech and literature. Antithesis is a rhetorical device in
which two opposite ideas are put together in a sentence to achieve a Definition and Examples of Literary Terms .

Rhetorical antithesis[ edit ] In rhetoric , antithesis is a figure of speech involving the bringing out of a contrast
in the ideas by an obvious contrast in the words , clauses , or sentences , within a parallel grammatical
structure. The antithesis helps make the meaning clear, and throws the grammatical error into sharper relief.
Cicero , In Verrem, 2. Common Antithesis Examples Some famous antithetical statements have become part
of our everyday speech, and are frequently used in arguments and discussions. Sound bites from history: A list
of examples of antithesis in famous political speeches from United States history â€” with audio clips! Aslan
represents the side of good, whereas the White Witch comes down on the side of evil, sometimes even being
compared to Satan in literature reviews. Love is an ideal thing, marriage a real thing. William Shakespeare ,
Hamlet Many are called, but few are chosen. Both instances of antithesis hinge on an "or" that divides the two
contrasting options. Examples of Antithesis in Literature In literature, writers employ antithesis not only in
sentences, but also in characters and events. Protestant scholars since the Reformation have generally believed
that Jesus was setting his teaching over against false interpretations of the Law current at the time. However,
juxtaposition does not necessarily deal with completely opposite ideasâ€”sometimes the juxtaposition may be
between two similar things so that the reader will notice the subtle differences. However, it is also possible to
have antithesis without such clear cut parallelism. I know not what course others may take: but as for me, give
me liberty or give me death. Below is a list of some common antithetical statements: Give every man thy ear,
but few thy voice. Calling these antonyms 'natural' simply means that pairs of words can have wide currency
as opposites among users of a language outside any particular context of use. Example 2 What men must
know, a boy must learn. There was a stuttering amazement, a drunken incoordination to these elaborate
preliminaries, foiled by the liner's lofty unruffled burst of sounding steam. How better to paint a picture or tug
on a heartstring than with an illustrative play on words? Example 2 All the joy the world contains has come
through wanting happiness for others. Through these antithetical ideas, Pope reveals the basic nature of human
beings. Function of Antithesis A literary device, like antithesis, uses words to convey ideas in different ways
from the common words and expressions of daily life. The rhetorical question â€”whether to stay or to
goâ€”presents two opposing options, and the contrast between his lover's mood from one day when everything
is "fine" to the next when it's all "black" explains the difficulty of his choice. Iago uses antithesis to contrast
the two opposite potential outcomes of his villainous plot: either events will transpire in Iago's favor and he
will come out on top, or his treachery will be discovered, ruining him. Most of the words in each sentence are
exactly the same as those in the other sentence. This was conveyed by the two vessels' whistling. Sara Lee
pastry advertisement This classic ad uses antithesis to set up a deliberate grammatical error. In fact, it's a
rhetorical device used to paint a picture without obviously stating that one character is against the other.
Antitheton deals with contrasting thoughts or proofs in an argument ; Antithesis deals with contrasting words
or ideas within a phrase, sentence, or paragraph. Ready to enter onto a pathway of opposites? Antithesis in
"Should I Stay or Should I Go" by The Clash In this song by The Clash, the speaker is caught at a crossroads
between two choices, and antithesis serves as the perfect tool to express just how confused and conflicted he
is. We notice computers, we don't notice pennies.


